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If negative stress takes up a big part of your life, as it has in mine, this book will be of tremendous

help to you.Everything can seem quite overwhelming when put under a lot of stress, and eventually

itÃ¢Â€Â™ll come to the point to where nothing seems worthwhile anymore. As IÃ¢Â€Â™m sure

many others have already said, stress will make itself known in many (if not all) areas of

life.IÃ¢Â€Â™m so thankful I got my hands on this little book. It made me realize so much about

myself that I wouldnÃ¢Â€Â™t have been able to see before. It was as if the book put everything in

perspective and therefore allowed me to look at my present situation in an unbiased light. The way

that the author wrote really had a way of opening up for the possibilities and what can be done,

rather than focusing on the negatives.I feel so much more inspired and energized after having read

this book in order to actually make a positive change in my life. I know IÃ¢Â€Â™ll eventually get to a



place where stress is no longer the one holding the steering wheel, but I am. One step at a time.If

youÃ¢Â€Â™re feeling stressed out and overwhelmed too, this book will give you the necessary tools

and inspiration to make that change, the change that only you can make.

Wow, what a great book on stress; what it is, how to notice it, and finally overcome it.Furthermore,

this book was very insightful and informative. Also it was well written and well researched.I now

understand what triggers my stress and how to manage it.The book allowed me to notice the

reasons i've been feeling stress lately.It also helped me deal with stress and allowed me to live a

happier life.This book does a great job at provides many tips and strategies when dealing with

stress.I proudly recommend this book to whoever is always feeling stressed and would like some

relief.

Stop Worrying and Start Living! We all wish for this but there is little real available information on

solving this problem. This little book helps you to understand the cause of the stress ruining your

life. Don't let the phrase little book fool you. This booked is jammed packed with ideas and proven

techniques to relieve your daily stress problems. You will discover what is stress, both mental and

physical and and learn how to cope. This easy to follow information will help you break out of your

cage and start living. Highly Recommended!

This is my second book from this author and I must say that I'm enjoying the type of books he

writes. I think we all need to stop worrying particularly on things we cannot control and it may sound

simple. After reading this book it actually is very simple to stop worrying and start living. If you are

on constant stress, then I definitely recommend this book because you could definitely benefit from

the principles inside.

I discovered from this great little book by Simeon Lindstrom that it is very important to understand

my emotions and why I might be worrying. I also discovered That the reasons that I might be

worrying are various - and that I needed to be aware of them to be able to overcome them. This

book gave me great tips so I can now understand how to deal with my worries and some insights as

to how to deal with them. Very worthwhile read. Jake

I have struggled with anxiety for most of my life and have read many books with advice for those in

my situation. Up to this point, very few of them have connected with me and actually helped me.



Simeon Lindstrom's "How to Stop Worrying and Start Living" however has really made an impact.

For such a small price this book has made a large improvement in my day-to-day life. Thanks!

Interesting and practical book. It explains stress effects in a simple manner, and then offers practical

advice in a concise and do-able manner. It was informative to me, as I didn't know that dry skin,

brittle nails, frequent infections etc were physical symptoms of stress. I always associated only

headache, upset stomach etc as physical side effects.Techniques of Progressive Muscle Relaxation

and Guided Imagery are looking easy to master, and effective. I'll give these techniques a try.

This slim volume contains only the most generic information on stress management. Although Dale

Carnegie's book with the same title is rather dated, it is light years ahead of this in it's practical focus

on the topic.
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